A complete class of generators for Straubing's dot-depth k monoids has been characterized as a class of quotients of the form ,4*/-ti where A* denotes the free monoid over a finite alphabet A, % denotes a k-tuple of positive integers, and ~,a denotes a congruence related to an Ehrenfeucht-Frakse game. In this paper, we first reduce the complete class of generators for dot-depth k to a complete class whose members are of dot-depth exactly k. We then study UN the inclusion relations between the resulting congruences -m. Several applications of these relations are discussed. For instance, a conjecture of Pin (which was shown by the author to be false in general) is shown to be true in an important special case.
Introduction
This paper is concerned with the decidability problem of the dot-depth hierarchy of star-free languages, an open problem in the theory of formal languages and finite semigroups with connections to symbolic logic and computational complexity. General references on the star-free languages are Eilenberg [l3] , McNaughton and Papert [19] , and Pin [21] .
monoid.
Let L be a subset of A*, or a language (over A), and N an equivalence on A*. We say that L is a --language if L is a union of classes modulo -. The syntactic congruence of L is the congruence NL on A* defined by u NL v if and only if for every x, y E A*, xuy E L if and only if xvy E L. For any congruence -on A*, L is a --language if and only if -C -L. Let cp : A* ---f M be a morphism of monoids. We denote wP the congruence on A* defined by u wV v if and only if ucp =vcp. If cp is surjective, there is an isomorphism between A*/ w'P and M. Hence every monoid is a quotient (that is, morphic image) of a free monoid. Let /3 and y be two congruences defined on A* such that /? C y. Then A*ly is a quotient of A*//l.
The syntactic monoid of L is the quotient monoid M(L) = A*/ NL. Let A be an alphabet, cp : A* + M a morphism of monoids and L 2 A* a language. We say that A4 recognizes L if there is a subset S of A4 such that L = Sq-', A language is said to be recognizable if it is recognized by a finite monoid. Kleene's theorem asserts that a language L over an alphabet A is regular if and only if L is recognized by a finite monoid.
A monoid M recognizes L if and only if M(L) divides M (or M(L) is a quotient of a submonoid of M).
All the semigroups and monoids considered in this paper are finite (except for free semigroups and free monoids). A variety of (finite) monoids is a class of monoids closed under taking submonoids, quotients and finite direct products. The intersection of a class of monoid varieties is a monoid variety. In particular, if @ is a set of monoids (finite), the intersection of all the monoid varieties containing %? is a monoid variety, called the monoid variety generated by %Z, and denoted by (V). The monoid variety (%') can also be defined in the following fashion: M E (69) if and only if there is a finite sequence MI,. . , M,, of monoids of V such that M divides MI x . . . x M,,.
A class of recognizable languages -1y-is a *-variety of languages if There is a bijection between the varieties of monoids and the *-varieties of languages. To the *-variety of languages W^ corresponds the monoid variety W generated by the
Ehrenfeucht-Frafss.6 games
Ehrenfeucht-Frai'sst games were used by Thomas [28] to give a new proof of the strictness of the dot-depth hierarchy (they were used in [l-4,6-9] and are also used in this paper). We describe them in the present subsection.
One regards a word u E A* of length 1~1 as a word model u=({l,..., lul>, <",(Q:)aEAL where the universe { 1,. . . , 1~1) represents the set of positions of letters in U, <' denotes the <-relation in U, and Q; are unary relations over { 1,. . . We say that player II has a winning strategy in Yfi(u, v) and write UN+,U if it is possible for him to win each play. For example, u -(I )v if and only if ua=vcr, u w(~)v if and only if for every word w of length m or less, w is a subword of u if and only if it is a subword of v.
The relation -m naturally defines a congruence on A*. The importance of -G lies in the fact that vk can be characterized in terms of the quotients A* / -Cm,,...,mk) . It is proved in [l] that these quotients are finite. Thomas [27, 28] , and Perrin and Pin [20] infer that for k 2 1, m > 1, hf E vk (respectively M E Vk,.m) if and only if M is a morphic image of a quotient of the form A* /--,,,...,,,, (respectively A*/--(,,,,,...,,,_,) ). Hence, the quotients A*/-* form a complete class of monoids that generate A in the sense that every finite aperiodic monoid is a morphic image of a quotient of the form A*/"*.
Inclusion relations between the congruences ~ti and applications
The purpose of this paper is to study the inclusion relations between the congruences -6. Section 2 deals with some basic properties of these congruences that appear in earlier papers and that are used in our new results. Section 3 reduces the class of the quotients A* / y,,,,,..,,,,~) to another complete class of generators for vk (whose dot-depth will be shown in Section 6 to be exactly k) (Theorem 3.1). All the members in the reduced complete class of generators for Vk+r are of the form A* / N (~,.....~~,I, with some restrictions on (ml,. . . . mk) according to the number of letters of A. Section 5 gives nil the inclusion relations between the resulting class of the congruences -+, (Relations 5.1 to 5.6). Their proofs depend on several lemmas that are the subject of Section 4 (Lemmas 4.1-4.21).
Most of the proofs of the lemmas of Section 4 use three patterns (Patterns 4.1-4.3) for building words that are shown to be -(,,,.,.,,)-equivalent but not -Cr2,,....nL, j-equivalent. Section 6 deals with several applications of the lemmas of Section 4 and the inclusion relations of Section 5.
Section 6.1 deals with some results concerning tree hierarchies of monoids (Applications 6.1 and 6.2). The hierarchies of the congruences -e correspond to special cases of the tree hierarchies introduced by Pin [22] (the congruences -e correspond to finite trees in which the arity of each level is fixed).
Let A be a finite alphabet. The set (0,A") is associated to the tree reduced to a point. Then to the tree t= is associated the boolean algebra A**', generated by languages of the form LiOuiLI, u2 . ..arL., where O<io < ..' < i, dn, al , ..., a, . E A, and I, i ", .. ., Lir E A* P't, The union f',=U,qA*Y't IS a *-variety of languages. Pin [22] showed that if t is extracted from t', then d 't C ? 'f/ and he conjectured that if t, t' are trees in which each node is of arity different from 1, we have that + 'f C ^I 'If if and only if t is extracted from t'. In
[9], Pin's conjecture was shown to be false in general. Here Pin's conjecture is shown to be true when we restrict our attention to the trees corresponding to the reduced complete class of the congruences -g. Section 6.2 gives some decidability results (Applications 6.3 and 6.4 
Some basic lemmas
The following lemmas are basic properties of the congruences -,s that will be used.
In what follows, u(p, q) denotes the factor of the word u between positions p and q; u [p, q) (4) 4Pm Ml-Fl v(qm, lull; @for every ql,...,q, E u (ql< ... Gq,,,), there are pl,...,p,,, E u (p,< . . . <pm) such that (l)- (4) hold.
Lemma 2.2 (Thomas [28] ). Zf U-E v and u '-, v', then uu'-, vu' .
Let fi = (ml,. . . , mk) and ~V"%=(mi + l)...(mk + 1) -1. The function JV plays an important role throughout and a few comments are made to give the reader some intuition for the significance of its values. Put N = tiV (mi,. . ,mk) . If x is of length 1, then xN wcrn ,,.,., mi) x"'+' and xNpl #cm ,,.._, Mk) xN as is easily seen by considering the play of the game ~(m,,...,mk)(xN-' ,xN) where Player I in his 1st move chooses mi x's in p separated by M(mz,.
. , mk) x's starting with the Jf(rn,, . . . , mk ) + lth x. Then in his 2nd move, I chooses a gap in x"' corresponding to a gap in xNW1 with a number of x's < _4f(m,, . . , mk) and so on. Moreover, +J% c ~(.t-,s) and -me ~(~$-,s+i).
Lemma 2.3 (Thomas [28] ). Zf N, N'>,VGi, then uNwriz uN'.
Lemma 2.4 (Blanchet-Sadri [l] ). If -cm ,,,.,, mkj _ Cm Cnl ,__., np, ), then k' (ml,. . . , mk) 3 u,tr(n,, . . . . t'tkf) . F Blanchet-Sadril Discrete Applied Mathewzatics 68 / 1996 ) 33571 3') Lemma 2.5 (Blanchet-Sadri [l] ). Zf k >,k' uttd there ure O=jO <jr < < ,jk,_, < j,, =k such that ni <. l"(mj,_,+l, . ., mj,) fbr I <i < k'. throb "cm ,,,,,, m,) 
A reduced complete class of generators for dot-depth k
In this section, we reduce the class of generators A*,'-(,I,,...,nlbj for vk to a class of generators whose dot-depth will be shown (in Section 6.2) to be exaclty k.
We first define the (m) and the (m, I ) positions in a word u that will lead to two inclusion relations useful for our purposes (Lemmas 3.2 and 3.4). These positions were defined in some of our earlier papers (like [4]) but they are needed to understand the proofs of our new results. So we repeat their definitions as well as some basic results related to them for the sake of completeness.
Let II be a word over an alphabet A of I' letters. To find the positions that spell the first occurrences of every subword of length <m of 11 (or the (m) first positions in II), proceed inductively as follows:
l let 111 denote the smallest prefix of u such that zll a = uz (call pr the last position l let U; denote the smallest prefix of u( pi--r, lull such that tl~x=u(pi_~. lulla (call p, the last position of ui) for 2 6 i < m.
If jur\= 1, the positions ~1,. . , pm are the ones we are looking for and the procedure terminates. If 1~x1 > 1, the positions pt.. . .,pm are among the ones we are looking for. To find the others, repeat the process to find the v. Then there is a winning strategy for player II in the game gcrn,i)(u, v). We describe a winning strategy for player II in the game 9(n,i,n~)(~,~) (implying a winning strategy for player II in 9(n, nl , (u, v) ). Let rI, . . . , r, (~1 ,< . . . < r,) be positions in u chosen by player I in his 1st move (the proof is similar if I chooses in v). Player II chooses positions ~1,. . . ,s, in u (SIG . . . Gs,) by considering the following 9~~,~)(u, v)-play. In his 1st move, player I chooses ~1,. . , r,, and the (n') positions in u [l,ri), u(rl,rz),. ..,u(r,,_~,r,) We show that u [l,rl) ~(1,~') v[l,si) (the proofs of the other statements are similar). It is obvious if u[l,ri) = v[l,si) = 1. Otherwise, let pl,...,pr E u[l,rl) Consider the word u=aaaaaabababbbbbbababaaabbabbaaaaabbaa and the following choices of subwords aa in u.
(1) u=aaaaaabababbbbbbabgbaaabbabbaaaaabbaa.
(2) u=aaaaaabababbbbbbababaaabbgbbaaaaabbaa.
(3) u=aaaaaabababbbbbbababaaabbabbaaaaabbaa.
(4) u=aaaaaababgbbbbbbababaaabbabbaaaaabbaa.
The occurrence of the subword aa in u spelled by the underlined positions of 1 is
[l]-equivalent with the occurrence of aa spelled by the underlined positions of (2). The underlined positions of (3) u(rl,rz),.. .,u(r,,_~,r,,) and u(m, lull for a total of at most m positions. We provide a detailed proof for the case n = 1. The other cases can be proved in a similar fashion.
Let p Otherwise, p' is in a gap u' in U[ 1, p) and let U' be the corresponding gap in v[ 1, q). Player II has a winning strategy in Ce (ml.M2 )( u', v') (as well as a winning strategy in corresponding gaps before and after u ', v ' in u[l, p), v[l,q) ). Player II chooses a position q' in v' such that Q,"p' if and only if Qiq', a E A, by considering the 9(m,,m2j-plays of I who chooses p' and the (1) last (respectively first) positions in
There is a position q' in v' such that player II, by choosing q' and the (1) last (respectively first) positions in v[l,q') (respectively v(q',q)) wins the S~m,.m2)-plays.
be the (1) positions in u[l, p') (respectively u[l,q')). The result will follow from Lemma 3.3( l)-(5). Lemma 3.3(l)- (2) hold. Now, let 1 <id t -1. If it is not true that pi is the last of the ( 1) first positions and pi+] is the first of the ( 1) last positions in u[ 1. p').
then since IAl = 2, we have that (u(p,, pi+l)zJ = 1 = lr (q,,ql+l) crl. In this situation, since u(pI, P~+~) ~(2~,+,) u(qi,qlfl), we have that Lemma 3.3(3)- (5) hold. Otherwise, pi is the last of the (1) 
We now reduce the class of the congruences NC to another class that will be shown to be complete for Straubing's hierarchy. This leads to the main result of the paper. Proof. The proof is similar to that of Theorem 3.1. 0
The monoid varieties V2, m were the subject of [4, 8] . We are not considering them in this paper. Note that V2, m is not generated by A*/ N(~,J) since ~(~,i) g N(~,~) for n > 1.
From now on we deal only with the reduced complete class of the congruences -ti.
Some inclusion lemmas
In this section, we give inclusion relations of the type ~(~,,...,~~,l) g -(nl,...,nk,,t~. Our technique of proof for such inclusion relations is as follows. We define some words
. . ,mk, 1).JY(nl,. . ,nk', l)}, we describe a winning strategy for player II in the game 9(ml,,,,,mk,~)(~(N), v(N)) and a winning strategy for player I in the game Ytn,....,nk,, 1) (u(N),v(N)). Most of the words u(N) and v(N) are built under patterns described in Patterns 4.1-4.3.
Pattern 4.1. Let A be an alphabet and let a,b E A (not necessarily distinct). Let wcrnl ,..., mt.i) and -cn ,,..., nkl,i) be such that -cm ,,.._, mk,l)$C -cn ,,.,.. nk,,l) over A. We try to find u, v E A* such that for N=max{Jl/"(mi,..., 
Alphabets of at least three letters
In this subsection, we assume that the alphabet A contains at least the three distinct letters a, b and c. Proof. We use Pattern 4.1 to build uoW> = @WN,
For each k3 1 we show that the words r&(N) and up(N) are --(,,,..,,,,,1)-equivalent .VkC(Vk-lC)N~k-,C(vk_,c)~ ('VkC.. 
The word x is -cm,, I)-equivalent to ui(N) by Lemma 2.3. Concerning vi(N), we take ~~=(ub)~b(ab)~c((ub)~b(u~)~c)~(u~)~c((u~)~~(~~)~c)~(u~)~~(u~~vc.
For the proof of x -(,,,,,l) y we consider the two cases where I first chooses ml positions from x or I first chooses ml positions from y.
Assume that player I has chosen ml positions from x. Then in the first N + 1 (ub)Nb(ab)Nc-factors of x there must occur a gap of at least 1 (ab)Nb(ub)Nc-factor (since ml < N). Let wi be the initial factor of x preceding the first such gap, wf the corresponding initial factor of same length in y, and w2 the final factor of x succeeding this gap. By Lemma 2.3, there is a final factor KJ~ of y included in the last N + 1 (ab)Nb(ub)Nc-factors that is -(,,.I)-equivalent to ~2. Hence, WI, w{ are isomorphic and ~2, wi are N(,,,1,-equivalent; so there is a winning strategy for II on these factors of x and y. By Lemma 2.2 it now suffices to show that player II has a winning strategy also on the remaining factors between wi, w2 and between wi, wi. Player II will choose no positions between wi and wi in his 1st move, since player I chose no positions between WI and ~2. Hence, a winning strategy for player II in 9(m,,i)(x, y) will emerge if these two middle factors are -(I)-equivalent:
Note that P3 1 and hence the displayed relation is immediate since two words are --(I)-related if and only if they have the same letters.
Assume now that I has chosen his first ml positions from y. Player II will choose exactly corresponding positions in x, except possibly for the middle (~b)~b(ub)~c-factor of x, which corresponds to the middle (ub)Nc-factor of y. In (~b)~ at least 1 (&)-factor is free of chosen positions after player I's 1st move. Let us display such a free factor by writing where P>, 1. Take w{ and wi in (~~b)"'b(ab)~ (w{ prefix of (cz~)~@u~)', wi suffix of (~b)~b(ab)~) isomorphic, respectively, to wl and ~2. We have (ab)%(ab)N =w;(ab)P'b(ab)CV;, where P', P" 2 1. Hence, player II can choose corresponding positions in the outer M'{ and wi-factors of (~b)~b(ub)~ in his 1st move, leaving the central factor (~b)~'h(ah)~" free. Thus, it suffices to have (cI~)~ -(i) (~b)~'b(ub)~" which is clear. The induction step starts. Given a sequence (m, ml,.
, rnk, l), we consider the words where N&l '(m,ml,.. 
., mk,l). We have to show that uk+I(N) -(m,ml....,mi.~) L'k+l(N).
using as induction hypothesis Uk(N') -(n,,,..., ntg, 1) uk(N'), where N' 3 ,j'^(rn,, . . . ,mk, 1). The proof is similar to the proof of the case k= 1. 
.,m~.l) (z.lk(N)c)P'uk(N)C(Z;k(N)(~)P".
Note that P>,..~C~ (rnl,..., mk, 1) . But also P'>._I" (ml,. . ,rnk, I), since (according to the definition of wi ) the gap after w1 intersects the first IL'+ 1 i&(N)c-factors of x by at least Now, let k>, 1. 4' 4 (191) Player I in his 1st move, chooses the last c of the middle ukc-factor of the m + 1 t!k+] -factors in (uk+l ) N' Player II should choose mt-1 c's in (Uk+i)m in his 1st move.
We can argue as in Lemma 4.1 to conclude that player II should choose m + 1 c's preceded immediately by uk or t&-factors in (Z'k+i)m.
At least one of II's chosen c's is preceded by a L'k-factor, say p. Let q be the corresponding position in (Uk+l ) m+l Player I's winning Strategy in %~~....1,2,1 )(Uk, t'k) .
(here ( 1,. . , 1,2,1) is a k + 2-tuple) described in the proof of Lemma 4.1 implies the result. More specifically, player I in his 2nd move, chooses the last c of the middle Uk_ tc-factor in the r&-factor immediately preceding p. Player II in his 2nd move, should choose a c in (t&+t)m+ '[l,q) . . (p', p) has a prefix consisting of exactly 0 c's but (uk+l)m+l (q' -i, q) has a prefix consisting of at least 1 c'. lf 11 chooses q' (which would be a natural choice since (vk+t )"+ '(q',q) and (uk+, )"
(p', p) are both Uk), then by Fact 1, (t&+i )"[l, p') has a suffix consisting of exactly k -1 consecutive c's but (rk+t)"+l [l, q') h as a suffix consisting of exactly k consecutive c's. 
Alphabets oj'at Lust two letters
In this subsection, we assume that the alphabet A contains at least the two distinct letters a and h. is of length k + 1). q
The following lemma generalizes Lemma 4.8.
Lemma 4.9. If IW2 und ka2, then N(@, ~, ~ , , ..., ~+~, ~ , ._, , 1.2.2, 1) ; 0 Ni = (JV(nl r, _, +s, _, +2 , ..., m, , ) 4.11. If IAl 32, n, l) The following lemma generalizes Lemma 4.17. 'length sl; 0 N,=(l,.... 1,. ('(m r,_,+s,+l ,..., m,) then -c~,m.m,,ml,lj e -ti,nr+l,mJ+l ,I,, where , ., , , , v, , , I), where Ni=(l, ..., l, Jl/'(m, ~_, +, +2, ..., mr, )+l) , where
Proof. The proof is similar to the proof of Lemma 4.6 but uses Lemma 4.19 to get the words to start with. Cl
Inclusion relations between the reduced complete class of the congruences NC
In view of Theorems 3.1 and 3.2, we restrict our attention to the reduced complete class of the congruences -e. They are all of the form "cm) or -(c,J) with some restrictions on rii according to the number of letters in the alphabet under consideration, In this section, we give all the inclusion relations between them. Several applications appear in the following section. Now, we look for necessary and sufficient conditions for -(ml., _,mA. 1, C -,n ,,,,,_ ni,, 1,.
We consider the following three cases:
Relation 5.4. U'IAl>2 a&k < k', then wtrn ,,.,.. mi,l)e wtn ,..._, n,,.~).
Proof. The result follows from Lemmas 4.1, 4.7 and 4.15. 3
Relation 5.5. Let IAl 32. We have yrn ,,,,,,, ni,ll g N trl ,,..., nr. I ) Cu~r2:m,>n,for I<i<j<kandm,i<n,. We have the following subcases. . ,j=k.
In this situation, we get contradictions with Lemmas 4.5, 4.11 or 4.13. . j=k -1.
In this situation, we get a contradiction with Lemma 4.17. Proof. The proof is by induction on k'. The result is true for k'= 1 by Lemmas 2.4 and 2.5. Assume that the statement is true for k'. We show that it is true for k' + 1. If there are O=ja < jl < ... < j,f < jkl+r = k such that ni <. +' (m,,_,+l. . We can write the assumption of the contrapositive as a conjunction of disjunctions in the following manner: 
Applications
We now discuss several applications of the inclusion relations of Section 5. We divide the applications into three groups: hierarchy results, decidability results and results on equations.
I. Hierarchy results
This subsection gives results related to some special cases of the tree hierarchies introduced by Pin [22] .
We denote by .7 the set of trees over the alphabet {a,~?}. The words in .Y are obtained as follows: starting from the root of a given tree. we encode CI for going down and C for going up. For instance, the tree is encoded by the word
Each tree t factors uniquely into t=at,ZatzG..
at,& where II >,O and the t,'s are trees.
Let t=uavh be a factorization of a given tree t. The occurrences of a and Lc defined by this factorization are said to be related if I' is a tree. The tree t is said to be extracted from the tree t' if t is obtained from t' by removing in t' a certain number of related occurrences of a and a. Let A be a finite alphabet. The set {@,A*} is associated to the tree reduced to a point, Then to the tree t =at&ztlZ.. . at,ii is associated the boolean algebra A" Y '( generated by languages of the form LjOurI,iIu~...uJi~ where OGia < ... < i,<n, ul,...,u, E A, and Li,, . . , L,, E A* Y ",, The union 'I 'I = U,4 A*Y 'r is a *-variety of languages. Pin [22] showed that if t is extracted from t', then Y ', C S $. Let 5' denote the set of trees in which each node is of arity different from 1. Pin [22] conjectured that if t, t' E .8'. f '! C_ Y 'p if and only if t is extracted from t'. In [9], Pin's conjecture was shown to be false in general. Let +I = (ml,..., mk). By induction on k, we define a tree tti as follows: q,,,, , 1-7 (UC) mc'l and t(,,,m ,...,. mi)=(qm ,..... mn)4 w1 It is easy to see that the number of leaves of the tree tm is .4 'rii + 1. The *-variety $ 'Ini turns out to be the *-variety of languages that are unions of classes of ~,s (details appear in 191). 
